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Abstract—Segmentation of skeletal muscles in Magnetic Res-
onance Images (MRI) is essential for the study of muscle
physiology and diagnosis of muscular pathologies. However,
manual segmentation of large MRI volumes is a time-consuming
task. The state-of-the-art on algorithms for muscle segmentation
in MRI is still not very extensive and is somewhat database-
dependent. In this paper, an automated segmentation method
based on AdaBoost classification of local texture features is
presented. The texture descriptor consists of the Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG), Wavelet-based features, and a set
of statistical measures computed from both the original and the
Laplacian of Gaussian filtering of the grayscale MRI. The classi-
fier performance suggests that texture analysis may be a helpful
tool for designing a generalized and automated MRI muscle
segmentation framework. Furthermore, an atlas-based approach
to individual muscle segmentation is also described in this paper.
The atlas is obtained by overlaying the muscle segmentation
ground truth, provided by a radiologist, after image alignment
using an appropriate affine transformation. Then, it is used to
define the muscle labels upon the AdaBoost binary segmentation.
The developed atlas method provides reasonable results when an
accurate muscle tissue segmentation was obtained.
Index Terms—Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Texture analysis,
Segmentation, Pattern recognition, Image registration
I. INTRODUCTION
Muscle segmentation in medical imaging enables quantita-
tive measurements of muscle tissue and fat infiltration. Such
outcomes are crucial to most physiological and/or pathological
evaluations. Manual segmentation of muscles in Magnetic
Resonance Images (MRI) can be an extremely arduous task,
but it is still a common approach in radiology services.
Moreover, results are often affected by intra- and inter-operator
variability. An automated framework would increase the ability
to deal with large Whole Body MRI datasets.
Some efforts have recently been made towards the de-
velopment of segmentation algorithms for skeletal muscle
in MRI. Most of the approaches are atlas-based, such as
those presented in [1]–[4]. Despite some interesting results,
relying on a segmentation exclusively based on a muscle atlas
may have some disadvantages, regarding the availability of
annotated databases and the variability on muscle geometry,
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depending on the body region and, to a lesser extent, the
subject.
Orgiu et al. [5] developed a framework for muscle and
fat segmentation in T1-weighted MRI, using fuzzy C-means
clustering and an active contour (snake) approach. The re-
ported method provided accurate segmentation results with a
fairly simple approach. Nonetheless, muscle signal intensity
in T1w MRI is visually quite distinctive, and reasonably easy
to segment using intensity-based clustering methods, as well
as snakes [6]. However, these conditions may not be verified
with different MR imaging sequences.
Other proposed methods include a graph-based approach,
using the Random Walks algorithm developed by Baudin et
al. [7], and a probabilistic model using Gabor Features, which
is presented in [8].
Given the current limitation of research on the topic, consid-
ering 2D MRI slices or 3D MRI volumes, automated muscle
segmentation leads to a challenging task, which could benefit
largely from a more generalized approach. In this paper,
a fully automated method for the segmentation of skeletal
muscle in Dixon MRI scans of the human thigh is proposed.
In [8], the authors studied T1w MR images of the human
thigh and discuss that thigh muscles do not show discernible
variations in texture between each other. Nonetheless, it is
possible that muscle present intrinsic texture patterns that
are invariably distinct from other tissues in the thigh. Based
on this assumption, our research studies the feasibility and
effectiveness of texture analysis in discriminating muscle from
other tissues. The proposed segmentation method relies on
supervised learning using texture-based features. An atlas is
used to assign muscle labels to the classifier result.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A dataset comprising 10 out-of-phase 3pt Dixon MRI
volumes was used for algorithm development and testing.
Images were acquired using a 3T Siemens scanner, with a
spatial resolution of 1mm× 1mm× 5mm, and the following
parametrization: TR = 10ms, TE1 = 2.75ms, TE2 =
3.95ms, TE3 = 5.15ms, RF flip angle = 3.
Manual segmentation of skeletal muscles was performed
by an expert radiologist and used ground truth for classifier
training and performance assessment.
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(a) Original Dixon MRI (b) Full HOG representation (c) LoG filtered image (σ = 1.5) (d) Wavelet low pass coefficients
(e) Wavelet horizontal detail coeffi-
cients
(f) Wavelet vertical detail coefficients (g) Wavelet diagonal detail coefficients (h) Ground truth of skeletal muscles
after erosion
Fig. 1. Out-of-phase Dixon MRI scan (a). Image preprocessing results for texture feature extraction (b) to (g). Muscle ground truth (h)
Each volume contained 80 scans of the right thigh (Fig.
1(a)). MRI slice size is 256x256 pixels. To avoid including
slices with too few muscle tissue, slices near the knee and
the ankle were discarded a priori, resulting in a subset of 40
MRI slices. From this initial selection, 5 consecutive slices
were randomly selected from each volume, to simultaneously
enable the proposed muscle atlas construction approach and
address memory limitations of the experimental setup.
A. Feature extraction
Images are subdivided into a 16x16 non-overlapping grids
for local texture description. Each 16x16 pixel window is
primarily represented by a set of coarser resolution texture
features, including the Histogram of Orientated Gradients
(HOG) [9] and statistical measures from both the original
grayscale image and a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filtered
image [10]. For a finer resolution of the descriptor, Wavelet
coefficients [11], [12] from a 3-level decomposition were also
included, resulting in a 54-bin descriptor.
1) Histogram of Oriented Gradients: The first well-known
application of HOG was proposed by Dalal and Triggs [9],
who used the descriptor for pedestrian detection in still images.
This descriptor provides a gridded representation of image
gradients, in terms of magnitude and orientation.
In this paper, the Dalal-Triggs variant was applied, using
the VLFeat MATLAB implementation [13], with 16x16 blocks
and considering 9 orientations, resulting in a 36 bin histogram.
An example of the full HOG representation of a MRI scan is
shown in Fig. 1(b).
2) Statistical features: Obtaining local statistical measures
of grayscale images may further provide a description of local
texture by describing numerically the local intensity variations.
In this research, both the original MRI grayscale image (Fig.
1(a)) and the outcome of a 5x5 LoG filter with σ = 1.5 [10]
(Fig. 1(c)) are used for statistical feature extraction.
While the original grayscale image provides important
differences in intensity and its variations inside tissues, the
LoG filter allows for edges highlighting. Those two images
are subdivided into 16x16 blocks and the mean, variance,
skewness and kurtosis are computed computed inside each
block.
3) Wavelet coefficients: The Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) was applied with the Haar wavelet [11], [12]. A 3-
level decomposition was considered, resulting in a 10-bin
descriptor, including the low-pass coefficients (Fig. 1(d)) after
the 3 decompositions and the detail coefficients of each level,
e.g., horizontal (Fig. 1(e)), vertical (Fig. 1(f)) and diagonal
Fig. 1(g)).
The resulting features provide a multi-resolution texture
description. As image resolution is reduced to one half with
each transform, each coefficient at level 1 corresponds to a 4-
pixel neighborhood in the original image (2x2), at level 2 to a
16-pixel neighborhood (4x4), and at the coarser resolution to a
64-pixel neighborhood (8x8). The information contained in the
wavelet features complements the local descriptor, allowing to
(a) Vastus medialis (b) Vastus intermedius
(c) Vastus lateralis (d) Full muscle atlas
Fig. 2. Muscle atlas. From (a) to (c), the overlapping maps of three different
muscles are presented. In (d), an example of a full atlas is shown.
obtain some finer details in the segmentation contours.
B. AdaBoost training and classification
Texture features were classified using an AdaBoost classifier
[14], [15] with 500 iterations. Manual segmentation of lower
leg muscles, performed by a radiologist, was available for the
entire set of MRI volumes. Using these masks as ground truth,
binary masks were designed to set the training data labels as
muscle / non-muscle. For each slice, every individual muscle
region in the ground truth masks was eroded, as shown in
Fig. 1(h). This step aims at avoiding an eventual inclusion
of undesired intermuscular texture patterns into the positive
training dataset.
To obtain the final label mask for AdaBoost training, the
dominant label inside each 16x16 non-overlapping block is
considered. In case of a tie, which would most likely occur in
a region near non-muscle tissue, a negative label is assumed
to further reduce the inclusion of non-muscle texture into the
positive training set. Algorithm validation was done with a
cross-validation setup, in which the training data for classify-
ing 5 selected slices from each volume is extracted from the
remaining 9 MRI volumes.
C. Muscle labeling
A muscle atlas was defined using the same images involved
in each cross-validation iteration. First, all images are regis-
tered to a common reference, selected randomly among the
training set. Image registration relies on the convex hull of
full set of muscle labels for each MRI slice and 2 key points
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Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation of performance measures per MRI
volume.
- the bone centroid and the most distal point on the referred
convex hull, with respect to the bone centroid.
One image is randomly selected as a reference for the atlas
relative positioning among the training set. In the first step,
bone centroids of reference and target MRI slices are aligned
through translation.
Considering the translated images, let ~D1 and ~D2 be the
vectors connecting the bone centroid to the most distal point
along the convex hull of the muscle labels, in the reference
and target images, respectively. Images are then further aligned
using rotation by the angle between vectors ~D1 and ~D2.
Finally, considering the convex hull of the muscle labels in
the reference image, the target images are scaled to match the
reference.
After aligning the images within a common frame, a proba-
bility map is obtained for each muscle, overlapping the binary
masks of all manually designed ROI with the same label (Figs.
2(a), 2(b) and 2(c)). The resulting topographic representations
are truncated at 50% of the peak value to obtain muscle
contour for the full atlas (Fig. 2(d)). Truncating the muscle
maps allows including only recurrent areas and discarding
deviations that result from image misalignments.
Binary classification results from AdaBoost are aligned
with the atlas of the respective cross-validation iteration using
the procedure described above, considering the bone centroid
and the convex hull of the AdaBoost output foreground. The
bone is roughly segmented through histogram thresholding.
Pixels identified as muscle are then labeled, according to the
corresponding pixel in the atlas, to obtain the specific muscle
identification. Image transformations are then reversed, which
yields a final result in the test MRI frame.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The AdaBoost segmentation performance was assessed us-
ing recall and precision rates and the Dice overlap coefficient,
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Examples of AdaBoost muscle tissue segmentation results.
which were computed, respectively, as follows:
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(1)
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(2)
Dice =
2|A ∩B|
|A|+ |B| (3)
In equations (1) and (2), TP refers to true positives, i.e.,
regions correctly classified as muscle. FN and FP refer to false
negatives and false positives, i.e., regions incorrectly classified
as non-muscle and muscle, respectively. Equation (3) considers
muscle-labeled regions in the segmentation output and ground
truth segmentation (A and B).
Mean and standard deviation of the mentioned performance
measures were taken over a 10-fold cross-validation, and are
presented in Fig. 3. Segmentation of the whole muscle region
(Fig. 4) yielded mean Recall, Precision and Dice overlap
coefficients of 0.8150, 0.7454 and 0.7623, respectively.
These reported results indicate the method efficiency, par-
ticularly for the retrieval of true positive occurrences. It should
be noted that the AdaBoost algorithm was trained with a
downsampled ground truth mask to address the descriptor
resolution. However, performance was measured considering
the normal resolution ground truth mask.
Average performance measures scored above 0.7, despite
the variability on the results (Fig. 3). From the total 50
AdaBoost results obtained in cross-validation, the majority
presented a correct identification of the muscle region, with
proper tissue separation. Results with high recall rates tend to
also increase the number of false positives (lower precision),
as the example shown in Fig. 4(a). Using more features
could improve the discriminative properties of the proposed
classification scheme.
On the other hand, in some cases, the texture recognition
failed to provide accurate results, as shown in Fig. 4(b),
leading to low recall values. This figure shows the worst
obtained result (corresponding to volume 10 in Fig. 3). An
objective quality study may help to bring insight into a
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5. Labeled skeletal muscle segmentation results.
possible impact of texture quality on the recall rate of the
proposed segmentation model.
There is a codependency between AdaBoost accuracy and
the atlas transformation and placement. Using the proposed
atlas approach to label the AdaBoost binary leads to reasonable
results in segmented images with a low false positive rate.
However, if false positives have an influence on the position
of the most distal point relative to the bone centroid, as shown
in the example in Fig. 4(a), the proposed method tends to
produce an unreliable muscle labeling. In these cases, the atlas
transformation is biased and leads to labels offset, even though
the AdaBoost segmentation recall rate is high (Figs. 5(a) and
(b)).
When the recall rate is lower but precision in increased,
muscle labels are, generally, placed correctly, despite the total
segmented muscle area being slightly affected (Figs. 5(c) and
(d)). Muscles with a smaller cross-sectional area in most of
the used MRI, such as the Sartorius or the Rectus femoris,
tend to be unrecognized on the labeled segmentation results if
true positive recognition decays in those regions.
Despite the disadvantages of this method, the obtained
results suggest that it may perform well in a variety of different
scenarios, particularly in cases with more intermuscular tissue
or near articulations, where the muscle region of interest
is more disperse. Nevertheless, it should be noted that an
adequate selection of reference MRI for the atlas construction
is critical for a consistent accuracy of this approach, given the
variations on muscle geometry and relative positioning, which
is quite stable in consecutive slices.
IV. CONCLUSION
The results of this research show that texture features
may contribute for a global and automated skeletal muscle
segmentation tool, which would greatly improve the state-of-
the-art in analysis and diagnosis based on muscle MRI.
Furthermore, this research raises a question on MRI quality
and its correlation with texture recognition. Future studies will
be conducted to assess the impact of texture quality in this
framework. An initial approach to the quality of recognition
assessment is already under development.
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